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Collin Model Aviators

Academy of Model Aeronautics
Charter Club #3257

A Monthly Publication of Collins Model Aviators June 1997

June’s Featured Model — Lori Misner’s LT-40 on Goldberg floats

Reminders:
• June’s CMA meeting is on Thursday the 5th in the

main plant cafeteria at 5:00 p.m..

June’s Featured Model:  This photo, of Lori and
Noah Misner, is one of the pictures Basil Tilley took
at the Skyhawks’ Float Fly at Hannen Lake Park.

For the whole story, and more pictures, see Float Fly
on page 2°

James H. Doty, FlightLine Editor 4
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Rich and Noah Working on the Misners’ LT-40 at the Skyhawks Hannen Lake Park Float Fly
The photos for this article were taken by Basil Tilley

Float Fly
by Rich Dean
Basil Tilley and I drove down to Hannen Lake  May
17th  for the Spring float fly sponsored by the C.R.
Skyhawks.  Hannen Lake is about 20 miles West of
Cedar Rapids on highway 30 then about 7 miles
South. It was a beautiful day with hardly any wind
and there were about 25 seaplanes and float planes
on the shore.

The part of the lake where they were flying was
about one hundred yards wide and about unlimited in
length. If you couldn't get off the water it wasn't
because there wasn't enough room. Trees on the far
shoreline made the initial  turn worth waiting for
until the plane had plenty of altitude though! It was
non-stop flying with a trolling motor rescue boat
available for the occasional engine out or tipped over
plane. Piper Cubs and Sig LT-40s were the most

numerous float planes and they were very successful.
Noah Misner was flying an LT-40 with Sig .40 sized
Cub floats…very smooth.

A Sig Senior float plane makes a low pass over
Hannen Lake
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A couple of Sig Senior float planes were flying very
good also. One was built stock as a three channel
setup but the other was built with less dihedral and
with ailerons added. Neither one needed a lot of
speed to get the job done .

Geoff Barrance was hardly stirring the water with
smooth takeoffs and landings flying his low wing
plane. It looked like a 4-Star 40, correct me if I am
wrong Geoff. He says he has another neat seaplane
in the works and he hopes to have it done in time for
the Fall float fly at Hannen Lake.

A delta Laker, a HUGE Schneider racer and a scale
model of an old Sikorsky seaplane were among other
planes worth watching.

Rich prepares his Puddlemaster for a flight

Rich brings the Puddlemaster in for a landing.
Note how the wing floats prevent catching the tip.

One of the Piper Cub models taxis along the lake

Another piper climbs out after takeoff, note the extra
fin added on the bottom of the fuselage

Race plane caught just after takeoff
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Last year was the first time I saw this kind of flying
and was amazed at how successful flying off water
could be.  Showing up at these kinds of events lets
you see what works, what doesn't and gives you an
opportunity to talk to the pilot/builders and pick up
on the finer points of what is making things work.  It
was a good time.  I even flew my electric powered
Puddlemaster a couple of times and if all goes well
will have my Sea Cat  ready for this Fall.

If you are at all interested in flying off water I would
encourage you to pack a picnic and grab a lawn chair
when the opportunity arises and see what this form
of R/C flying is all about

Rich Dean, CMA Flight Instructor 44

Getting a Good Start
CMA Recommended Equipment
by Jim Doty
The CMA flight training staff have been receiving a
lot of questions about what equipment is best for a
beginner.  They asked me to write an article for the
FlightLine listing the best aircraft, radio, and engine
for the beginner.

Before I start listing the recommendations, it’s
important to note here that the listed items are not
the only choices for the first time flyer, and that the
CMA does not require a new flying student to
have any particular hardware to receive flight
training .

However, the items listed in this article have been
utilized by many new students with great success,
and the instructors have a lot of experience with the
setup and maintenance of these choices.  As I list the
items I will try to point out their important features
so that, if you decide to select an alternate vendor,
that you can pick an alternative with most of the
same good properties.

The Aircraft:   The selection of model depends on
your experience and in how much time you want to
put into the assembly.  The following are rough
categories into which most models will fall:

1. Ready to fly (RTF) — These models are fully
assembled and may even have the radio gear and
engine installed.  Watch out for what they may

not include, such as “ready to fly except for engine
and radio”, which is not quite ready to fly

2. Almost ready to fly (ARF) — ARFs are very
common, and are a quick way to get started, or a
quick way to recover from a catastrophic crash mid
season.  The kits usually contain already assembled
and covered fuselage, tail, and wing sections.
Most also contain nearly all the needed hardware,
so that all you need to buy are a radio, engine, and
the glue to put it all together.  There are number of
good trainer version ARFs available at a reasonable
cost.  Although all the parts are included, there is
still some assembly required such as putting the
wing halves together, attaching the tail surface, and
installing the control surfaces.  But many of the
ARFs have very good instructions

3. Ready to Cover (RTC) — RTCs are often just
ARFs without the covering added.  They are a good
choice if you want the quick assembly of the ARF,
but want to add your own style of covering and
decoration.  Usually you don’t save much money
because the covering materials you need to add
often cost more than the cost differential between
ARF and RTC.  One advantage in a RTC is that no
one at the field will have a plane that looks quite
like yours, and if you get a hole poked in your wing
covering you can get matching material to patch it.

4. Kits  — There is a wide range of what can be called
a kit.  Kits can range from not much more than a
box of balsa and a single sheet drawing, to a
carefully engineered assembly package with a
detailed instruction book with many illustrations
and photos, precut parts, and all the hardware you
need including fuel tank, servo linkages, and
landing gear and wheels.  The best of the kits are a
great way for a first-time modeler to start.  Even
the best of the ARFs just don’t seem to fly as well
as a carefully constructed and well designed kit
(although they are getting close).

5. Scratch Built from Plans — You can order plans
from magazines and other sources, and then build a
model from scratch.  This should not be considered
for the first-time modeler (unless they get a lot of
help from an experienced modeler).  Often the
plans are too vague to be clearly understood by a
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novice, and it may be difficult to select proper
materials.  And unless you get a really good deal
on balsa you can easily pay more for the
materials than the cost of a kit.

6. Scratch Build from Your Own Design —
Obviously only the most experienced modelers
can successfully design their own aircraft.  With
a conservative design, and some pilfering of
tricks from other model designs, an experienced
modeler can often be successful, but a novice
doesn’t have much of a chance.

There are several good ARFs currently on the
market.  Several of the trainer ARFs have been built
by CMA members.  If you think you want to start off
with an ARF ask around the club and you’ll probably
find someone with some experience with it.  As far
as I’ve seen, most of the popular ARFs I’ve seen are
at least adequate, and none are so distinctively better
that I want to recommend above the others.  I think
the club needs a little more experience with the
various ARFs to select the best one for training.

In the case of kits, the situation is different.  Many
members have built the Sig Kadet LT-40 with good
results.  The LT-40 is an easy to fly trainer with
predictable performance, but it is still agile enough
for training introductory acrobatics like loops rolls
and stalls.  Overall the performance of the LT-40
makes it a good choice for the first time pilot.

The Sig Kadet LT-40 is a great way to start.  The
combination of good flying characteristics with
easy assembly and great instructions, make this

kit hard to beat.

However, where the kit really stands out, is in its
documentation and ease of assembly.  The kit comes

with a fully illustrated assembly manual with many tips
that ease the assembly process.  The construction is
simple and rugged making it go together quickly.  The
kit also includes nearly everything you need to get
started, like fuel tank, landing gear, and control rods.
All you will need to complete the plane is radio gear
and an engine.

Several builders, that started with the LT-40, have told
me they were glad that that was there first plane, and
that they used the instructions and examples in the LT-
40 kit to help them understand the instructions and
drawings in the later models they built.  Building the
LT-40 is about as close as you get to taking a course in
building model airplanes.

The combination of ease of assembly, excellent
instructions, and great flying characteristics make the
LT-40 the recommended plane for any first-time
builder/flyer.

The Engine:  The LT-40 calls for a 40 to 45 sized
engine.  On the CMA grass field you want plenty of
power to get out of the tall grass.  So a 45 or 46 sized
engine is what you need.  Once you are airborne you
can always throttle back for slower flight, but when
you’re trying to take-off and you pull up too hard,
you’ll be glad for all the power you can get to keep you
from stalling.

You’ll want an engine that is easy to start, easy to tune,
and that provides reliable power, and is rugged.
Several of the higher end engines will meet these
requirements, but watch out for the low-end 40’s.
Some of the low-priced motors can really give you
trouble, and make flight training a real pain.

The engine that the CMA recommends is the Super
Tiger 45.  We have a lot of good experience this
engine, and its combination of rugged design, good
performance, reliability, and ease of tuning, make it a
good bet for any first time modeler.  This engine had
been slightly more expensive than may of the other
engines, but recently prices have fallen, making this
engine a real value.
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Club members have had a lot of good luck with
the SuperTiger 45.  It’s quiet, easy to tune, and

has plenty of power for those long-grass takeoffs.

Because there are so many members with these
engines (the club trainers even use these engines),
the flight training crew knows how to set these up.
So after you get you’re Super Tiger 45 installed,
bring it out to the field and they can set it up for best
performance and proper break-in.

The Radio:  Trainers like the LT-40 only need four
channels to control the throttle, elevator, rudder, and
ailerons.  But you may soon find that a low-cost four
channel radio is not adequate for your flight training.
There are several features that are very helpful in
flight training that just aren’t available in the four
channel systems.  To get the features you need you
will probably need to buy a six or seven channel
system.

Some features you will want are:

1. Servo Reversing — The transmitter has a switch
or is programmable to select which way the
servo moves when the stick is moved in a given
direction.  In the old days you had to remount
your servos or rewire them if the direction of
throw was wrong.

2. Dual Rates — The travel of the servo can be
reduced by throwing a switch while you are
flying.  This lets you (or the instructor) take-off

or land with high servo authority, but still fly
around with small servos throws to prevent over
controlling.  This is a big help in training a new
student

3. Trainer Cord Capability — This means that the
transmitter has a connector (usually on the lower
part of the transmitter) that lets it be connected to
another transmitter using a trainer cable.
Transmitters can only be connected to transmitters
made by the same manufacturers.  With the
training cord connecting two transmitters, the
instructor holds the master transmitter which sends
signals to the airplane.  As long as the instructor
presses the training button (on the master
transmitter) the student has control of the airplane
(using the slave transmitter).  If the student gets
into trouble, or is done flying, the instructor
releases the button and regains control of the
airplane.

Airtronics 6-Channel Radios

Vanguard V6DR Radiant RD6P
(non Computer) (Computer)

Because the transmitters must be from the same
manufacturer to use the trainer cord, it is handy to have
the same type of transmitter as your instructor.
However, most flight training can be done without the
trainer cord by simply handing the transmitter back and
fourth between the instructor and student.  Because of
the complexity of setting up the trim and throw of the
second transmitter, training cords are often not used
even when the transmitters are compatible.  So this
should not be the main criteria used in the radio
selection process.
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Futaba 6-Channel Radios

Skysport 6VA 6XA
(non Computer) (Computer)

The computer radios generally have a few more
features and cost a little more.  Some of these
computer radios have exponential rates.  This is a
nice feature which provides low sensitivity to small
stick movements, but larger sensitivity to large
motions.  This can really come in handy for latter
aerobatics training.  It provides the high throws
required for aerobatics, but keeps the mid-stick
sensitivity down to reduce over controlling in normal
maneuvers.

The following radios are recommended.  All have
the servo reversing and dual rate features most
desirable for flight training:

Airtronics Vanguard V6DR  — Six channel
non-computer

Airtronics Radiant RD6P — Six channel
computer

Futaba Skysport 6VA — Six channel non-
computer

Futaba 6XA — Six channel computer

JR XP642 — Six channel computer (update
of the 622)

JR 6-Channel Radio

 

XP642 (Computer)

Often the choice of a manufacturer is driven by more
subjective criteria such as the feel of the sticks and the
shape of the transmitter.  Any of the six channel
transmitters listed above should be a good starter
transmitter.  There are higher priced radios with more
features, all the knobs and switches on some of these
can be confusing to a new pilot, so care should be
taken if these are selected.  On most of the high-end
systems all the unused switches and buttons can be
disabled for the beginning pilot, but it may still make it
harder for find the dual rate switch while your flying.

With whichever radio you select, the above set of
equipment should be excellent start for the first-time
modeler.

James H. Doty, FlightLine Editor 4
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CMA Recommended equipment at a glance:

Plane:   Sig Kadet LT-40 — Great instructions,
easy to build, great flyer

Engine:   SuperTiger 45 — Powerful reliable,
easy to set up

Radio:   A good 6 channel radio with dual rates
such as Airtronics Vanguard V6DR, or
Radiant RD6P;  Futaba Skysport 6VA,
or 6XA; or JR XP642.

3 Local Events 3
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33 Local Events 33

Aviation EXPO ‘97
July 16-20, 1997

Ankeny Exposition Park

Admission $8 per day
Children 8 and under free

Reserved Seats $2 per seat per day

General Information:  515-964-2000
FAX BACK number:  515-964-0558

Web address:
http://www.dwx.com/~rcguru/expomain.htm

  Heads Up, CMA Activities

Thursday, June 5, 5:00 pm—Club Meeting

Friday, June 20, 5 pm—FlightLine Deadline

Thursday, July 3, 5:00 pm—Club Meeting

Friday, July 18, 5 pm—FlightLine Deadline

Note: Meetings and build sessions will be held in the
35th street N.E. Facility (main plant) Cafeteria
building 140.

�� Send your input for the CMA Web Page to:
Tom DeWulf   x5-4015

tvdewulf@cacd.rockwell.com

�1997 CMA Staff

President:  John Michael ..... x5-2914
Vice President: Bryan Wesner.... x5-3082
Secretary/Treasurer: David Gillespie .. x5-8512
FlightLine Editor: Jim Doty ............ x5-2931
Web Page Editor: Tom DeWulf ...... x5-4015

Flight Instructors:
Rich Dean
Dave Decker
Tom DeWulf
Dave Dillman
Mark Woytassek

Flight Instructors in training:
  Irv Anderson

Test Pilots for first flights of new airplanes:
Rich Dean
Mark Woytassek

&& For membership information:
Contact:  David Gillespie
CMA Secretary/Treasurer

MS 153-163
x5-8512

djgilles@collins.rockwell.com

For an AMA membership application:
http://www.modelaircraft.org/Memapp.htm

AMA National Newsletter goes on-line:
http://modelaircraft.org/News/Newsletters.htm

For selected articles from AMA club
newsletters around the country

"" Send your input for FlightLine to:
James H. Doty
MS 124-300

x5-2931
jhdoty@collins.rockwell.com
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1997 CMA Membership
M/S NAME M/S NAME

108-103.......... Irvin Anderson

108-166..........Geoffrey Barrance

124-111 ..........Alan Bechtold

124-111 ..........Bob Buschette

137-109..........Brian Collins

124-111 ..........Dan Cooley

124-115..........Rich Dean

153-264..........Tom DeWulf

153-163..........Dave Dillman

124-300.......... James Doty

106-183..........Mike Eastman

153-264..........Doug Emerson

153-163..........David Gillespie

153-163..........David Gillespie (for James)

153-163..........David Gillespie (for Amy)

108-166..........David Mason

108-166.......... John Michael

108-166.......... John Michael (for Kevin)

105-167..........Noah Misner

108-136..........David Neu

108-136..........Patrick Neu

137-136..........Marion Payne

108-175..........Elio Piccmenti

137-152..........Steve Plantenberg

164-100..........Crist Rigotti

124-123..........Wayne Savold

108-136..........Duane Smith

108-136..........Brian Smith

124-115 ..........David Sneitzer

105-152..........Basil Tilley

137-101..........Steve Timm

107-140..........Floyd Van Auken

107-140..........Floyd Van Auken (for Ehren)

139-142..........Charles Ward

153-264..........Bryan Wesner

153-264..........Bryan Wesner (for Michael)

107-110 ..........Victor Wolfe

124-115 ..........Mark Woytassek

Mike Crilley
2090 F Ave. NW
Cedar Rapids, IA 52405

John Crilley
2540 Second Ave
Marion, IA 52302

Jack Morgan
1209 Raney Street
Hiawatha, IA 52233

Academy of Model Aeronautics
5151 E. Memorial Drive
Muncie, IN 47302

R/C Adventures
PO Box 284
Marion, IA 52302


